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[Begin with 3 quickie cannibal jokes] 
 

What do you call a little boy who’s about to be eaten by cannibals?   Stu! 

 

Why was the little cannibal boy thrown out of school?   He tried to butter up 

his teacher! 

 

Why don’t cannibals eat clowns?  Because they taste funny… 

 

As you’re no doubt aware, cannibals live in tribes and they’re governed by 

their fearless leaders, the cannibal kings. 

 

Now, good leaders are perpetually honing their leadership skills and often 

attend leadership retreats/conferences. 

 

So, here we have these 4 cannibal kings off attending one of these 

conferences.   

 

The meeting begins and the first order of business is, of course, dinner!  

Time to select the appetizer… Let’s see, how about starting them off with a 

club sandwich? (select a club)  Watch how fast they wolf this down!   Wow!  

See?  All gone! 

 

By the way, if you’ve never attended one of these retreats you should be 

aware that they can cost you an arm and a leg! 

 

OK, second order of business coming up… the main course/hot entrée.  Why 

not give them something hearty?   (select a heart)        
 

Just like the appetizer, this, too, is history with a capital H.    

 

[pause, then feign indigestion while tapping on chest]  “Sorry – heartburn…” 
 

Now, many wonder how these cannibal kings stay so svelte (slim)? You know, 

how do they maintain their boyish figures? 
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Well, you see, these two kings are extremely careful about what they eat in 

their diet whereas these two are always exercising on their bicycles.  And 

you can tell that they’ve been doing Red Bull because they have wings!   

 

OK, time for dessert!  Let’s give them something rich! (select a diamond) 
 

[As you’re inserting the 3rd card into the midst of the other 2 indifferent 
cards:]  How about chocolate on top of more chocolate mixed with more 
chocolate?  You know, of course, that chocolate is an aphrodisiac for 

cannibals.  By the way, do you know what their favorite position is?  

Missionary! 

 

Oh oh – something’s not right – oops, they threw everything back up! 

 

I guess the real secret of their weight loss is finally out – you see, these are 

bulimic cannibal kings!  They purge after eating  - yuuuccchhh…. 

 

But, where did the cannibal kings go, you’re asking?  Well, they’ve already 

headed back into the buffet line looking for their next meal.  Be very 

careful where you go out to eat tonight! 


